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•

The reef's sheer diversity is
part of what makes it great.
It hosts 5,000 types of
molluscs, 1,800 species of
fish, 125 kinds of sharks, and
innumerable miniature
organisms.
• More than 2.200 species of plants
live there. 330 are sciendans on
the reef system.
• Reefs and algs act like the home
and food of several aquatic
animals.
• Corals and algae ara the principal
plants in this ecosystem
• Corals are loosing their colors
becouse of water temperature.
• The reef wall it can be see it from
the space.
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WHAT MAKES
THE GREAT
BARRIER
REEF
IMPORTANT?

•
•
•

Recycle and dispose of trash
properly.
Use environmentally-friendly
modes of transportation.
Save energy at home and at
work.
Minimize use of fertilizers.

The Great Barrier Reef is the largest living
structure on Earth. Coral reefs are
important for providing many essential
services for humans and for biodiversity.
It supports a tremendous amount of
biodiversity for taking up a relatively small
part of the ocean. Coral reefs make
up only 0.1% of the ocean floor and host
millions of species.

• The water quality:
Affects the salinity of the water.
• Overfishing:
Affects the food chain.
• Marine transport:
Causes oil spill and change the normal
composition of water.
• The climate change:
Causes coral discoloration.
• Excess of microplastic:
Threat to the flora and fauna of the place.
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C: Continents
and Countries
The Great Barrier Reef is
located in Australia (Oceania),
more specificaly in the Coral
Sea, in Queensland, south
of Indonesia and in New
Papua.
Regions : Some islands such as
Green Island and
the Whitssunday islands
( group of 74 islands ) are
regions that we can found
inside the Great Barrier Reef.

L: Longitude/
latitude.

O: oceans and
seas

C:CARDINAL
POINTS
The Coral Reef is located in the Northeast of
Australia, and in the South of Indonesia. The reef
stretches for about can be seen from space.

K: Kinds of coral reefs and its
formation.
What is a coral reef? A coral reef is an underwater structure made of the
calcium carbon produced by corals. It is a type of reef formed by hills of stony
corals that live in Marine waters that contain few nutrients.
Kinds of coral reefs:

Coastal or border reef

This type connects
directly to a coastal
shore, or is separated
from it by a channel
or a shallow lagoon.

Barrier reef

A reef separated from
the mainland or an
island by a deep
channel or lagoon.

Platform reef

A barrier reef, more or less
circular or continuous, that
extends around a lagoon
without a central island.

Formation:
Most coral reefs were formed after the last glacial period when meltdown led to sea level rise and flooding of continental shelves
most corals are over 10,000 years old when coral groups settled on continental shelves reefs grew up following the rate of sea
level rise reefs with too slow growth became reefs Drowning under so much water that they don't get enough light to survive.

Darwing's theory:
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HOW TO SAVE THE GREAT
BARRIER REEF

By: Naiara Salazar, Andrea Sánchez, Carlota Jiménez,
Javier Jiménez and Claudia Gallego

WHY
SHOULD
WE SAVE
THE GREAT
BARRIER
REEF?

• The Great Barrier Reef includes :
•

•

The Great Barrier Reef makes up about
10 percent of the world's coral reef
ecosystems
The Great Barrier Reef contributes
more than $6.4 billion each year to the
Australian economy and around 64,000
full-time jobs.

•

The Great Barrier Reef covers 344,400
km2 in area, which means:

•

It's bigger than Victoria and Tasmania
combined

• It's bigger than the United Kingdom,
Switzerland and Holland combined

• the world’s
ecosystem

largest

coral

reef

• 3000 coral reefs, 600 continental
islands, 300 coral cays and about 150
inshore mangrove islands
• turtles and crocodiles, that have been
around since prehistoric times
• Some of the marine creatures that live
in the great barrier reef include 600
types of soft and hard corals, more
than 100 species of jellyfish, 3000
varieties of molluscs,500 species of
worms, 1625 types of fish (10% of the
world’s total fish),133 varieties of
sharks and rays, and more than 30
species of whales and dolphins.
• intricate architecture that provides a
home for a huge number of animals
and plants

SOME OF THE MILLIONS OF SPECIES THAT LIVE IN THE GREAT BARRIER REEF

RISKS OF THE GREAT BARRIER REEF
Water Quality
There are many water
quality variables:
• Sea temperature
• Salinity
• Nutrients
• Sediment concentration
• Pesticies

The species that live in the area are adapted
to tolerate variations in water quality, but
when they are exceed thay can suffer serious
consequences

Climate Change
• Is one of the threats of
the Barrier Reef
• Several of the barrier
corals currently live at
the maximum
temperature level they
can withstand.

Experts say that in 2030 the Great Barrier
Reef will be practically extinct.

PURPLE
ACANTHASTERS
They are also known as the crown of thorns.
They are coral reef predators that feed on polyps
(a species of coral).
An adult individual can eat more than six square
meters of live coral in one year.

OVERFISHING
Unsustainable overfishing of key species can
disrupt food chains vital to life on the reef.
It also causes pollution by boats, accidental
fishing and the destruction of habitat as a result
of trawling, anchors and nets placed by
fishermen.

PETROLEUM
Since 1923, it was suggested that the Great
Barrier Reef covers oil reserves.
But in 1990, a study showed that the reef is too
young to contain oil reserves.
Exploitation of this type is prohibited at the
barrier.

NAVIGAT ION

TROPICAL
CYCLONES

Boating accidents are also a constant problem, as man
y commercial water routes traverse the Great Barrier
Reef.

They can cause a wide variety of damages, such as
sediment columns and a drop in the salinity level of
the water due to the large amount of rainfall.

Between 1985 and 2001, there were 11 crashes and
20 sinks in the interior of the reef; the cause of these
types of accidents in human error.

Between 1910 and 1999, there were numerous
cyclones that crossed or circle the reef.
When a tropical cyclones occurs, it takes corals
about a decade to fully recover.

WHAT LIVING THINGS ARE SAVED?
Migratory animals
• Turtles
• Whales
• Saltwater crocodiles
• Corals
• Dolphins
• Sharks

WHAT LIVING THINGS ARE SAVED?
Threatened animals
• Sharks

• Southern giant petrel

• Fish
• Sea horses

• Sea lions

• Dolphins
• Clams
• Freshwater crocodiles
• Albatross
• Little terns

HOW TO SAVE THE GREAT BARRIER REEF
USE ECOLOGICAL
MEANS OF TRANSPORT
PREVENT
WATER POLLUTION
SAVE ENERGY AT HOME
AND AT WORK
STOP PLASTICS

HOW TO SAVE THE GREAT BARRIER REEF
Bring your own bag
Bring your own bottle
Say no to straws
Don’t leave leftovers
Carry your own cup

Why is the great barrier
reef important?
BY LUCIA PÉREZ, LUCÍA
ARRIBAS, LUCÍA GÚTIEZ, CELIA
ALCOLEA AND LYDIA VARGAS.

Why is it important?

1. it's important because it
serves as a habitat for 25%
of marine species
2. It is important for
plants
3. it is important because
it is one of the key
indicators of the health of
the biosphere and of the
effects of global warming
4. it is important for living
things

1.IT IS IMPORTANT
BECAUSE...
IT SERVES HABITAT FOR
THE 25% OF MARINE
SPECIES
• Coral reefs give food, protection
against the environment threats and
a place for aquatic animals can live.
And stops waves, serve as habitat for
many marine species.
• It provides approximately
to 500 millions of people and 25% of
all marine species.
• They protect some turtles and sea
crocodiles, the clownfish, blue
surgeon, dolphins or wales, betta
fish, the black shark and more
species.

2. IT'S IMPORTANT FOR...
PLANTS
• Like forests, trees and plants, coral reefs form the
base of the food chain of organisms that live there.
• Is important for the marine plants: one of the
most important plants in the great barrier reef is a
type of algae called crustose coralline algae... their
roots are also very important because they filter the
waters around the coral reefs by removing the
pollutants.
• There are not many different plants that grow around
the Great Barrier Reef because the underwater
habitat makes it difficult for most plants to thrive. The
plants that do grow along the collection of coral reefs
are different types of algae (like seaweed), sea
grasses, sea lettuce, etc.

3. IT IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE...
IT IS ONE OF THE KEY INDICATORS OF HEALTH,
OF THE BIOSPHERE AND THE EFFECTS OF
GLOBAL WARMING
• The Great Barrier Reef interact with the biosphere by providing habitats for
species such as fish, clam, and sea turtles. They also provide some of the
organisms nutrients. Coral Reefs interact with the atmosphere by helping
create oxygen. Coral Reefs are a collection of the most diverse
organisms/communities in the world.
• The Reef is highly vulnerable. In the past three decades, it has lost half
its coral cover, pollution has caused deadly starfish outbreaks, and global
warming has produced horrific coral bleaching. Coastal development also
looms as a major threat.

4.IT IS IMPORTANT FOR...
LIVING THINGS
• Marine Animals:
While not many different plants can grow underneath
the waters around the Great Barrier Reef, there are a
surprising number of animals that call the reef home.
From fish and sharks, to reptiles and crustaceans, the
Great Barrier Reef is a bustling community!
• Here's a rundown of indigenous creatures—including
fish, corals, mollusks, echinoderms,
jellyfish, sea snakes, marine turtles...
• We think that the Great Barrier Reef is the most big
habitat for marine species.

Conclusion
We have known that the Great Barrier Reef is …
• Located in Australia
• The 10% of the coral reefs in the whole world
• An habitat for a 25% of marine species in the
world.
As it is very important for us we are trying to save it
• We have prohibited overfishing
• We have prohibited the explotation of petroleum
in this area.
Not only big enterprises can colaborate
• Try to use ecological means of transport
• Saving energy at home
Doing all this things we are saving animals all around
the world and helping this amazing monument of
nature to preserve in time.

We hope you enjoyed it!

